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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Where Vehicles and Medicine Collide – The Future of the 
Autonomous “Safety Narrative” 

 

By Nicholas West 

In order to successfully analyze where trends are emerging and          
how they are likely to develop over time, it is essential to look at              
current events as if they are puzzle pieces. With the          
ever-increasing speed of our news-gathering cycle, it is        
understandable that our quick overview of headlines as they are          
posted across the social media-scape can lead to a quick          
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dismissal of data points as highly improbable or even outlandish          
when taken in isolation.  

It is one of our key missions here at Counter Markets to provide             
an opportunity to slow things down and remind ourselves of where           
we have been so that we can gain a deeper understanding of how             
we wound up with the world as it stands today and where things             
will likely lead if the trajectory is left uninterrupted.  

Longtime readers might recall articles from past issues where I          
have discussed how “The Rise of Autonomous Vehicles Changes         
More Than You Think,” as well as various articles about the           
advent of “precision medicine,” which is more properly denoted as          
“predictive medicine.” It appears that we are now beginning to see           
a much clearer connection being made between these two         
seemingly disparate fields amid the larger backdrop of Big Tech          
and its even more prominent role in the post-COVID era. 

All around us, the beneficiaries of social management are         
promoting a future where the highest human ideal is safety, and           
individual liberty is a threat to the public at large.  

As always, the foundation was laid some time ago, but let’s see if             
our current state of affairs will bear fruit for those who are            
investing in precise control over human movement and health. 

It was 2017 when I first began to dive into the rise of automated              
vehicles for Counter Markets. At the time, I highlighted a five-year           
chart that estimated the level of expected acceptance on the way           
to the targeted date of 2020: 
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Experts were suggesting that we could expect a steady integration          
of self-driving vehicles to begin ramping-up in earnest within the          
2018-2020 timeframe, leading to upwards of 10 million vehicles on          
the road incorporating Level 2 automation by 2020, defined as          
having at least limited ability for “hands off” assistance.  
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Is this truly where we stand today? Yes. In fact, according to            
recent analysis from Berg Insight, we are on the cusp of           
progressing past Level 2 automation into Level 3 “eyes off”          
automation. New projections show 71 million total vehicles with         
automated features by 2030 with many tens of millions         
incorporating more advanced capabilities. 
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A recent Bloomberg article offers a deep dive into the specific           
players within this space for those who might be interested, but           
their most telling statement highlights new reasons for accelerated         
growth, because “in a post-Covid world, autonomous will enable         
more of our contactless needs.”  

Deeper analysis cautions that current work conditions might        
stifle the diversity of offerings, especially among the less         
capitalized, but the time is ripe nonetheless for major players to           
pick off some low-hanging fruit. 

There’s never been a better time for groceries or medicines          
delivered by an algorithm on wheels … 
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The economic case for cheaper shipping costs has        
improved drastically in the past month, as a huge chunk of           
the retail market—from groceries to gourmet      
dining—shifted online. “The virus has both broadened and        
accelerated the use case,” Silberg explained. 

Burns, the former General Motors executive, figures that        
safe, ubiquitous self-driving vehicles are likely to cut at         
least half of the costs from trucking freight.  

But it’s not only about cost savings from automation, it’s also           
about the personal relationship we have to our vehicles and the           
smart world around us.  

Modern vehicles have now become an extension of the         
smartphone and other smart devices, enabling a whole range of          
navigation tools as well as personalization of the driving         
environment. As the navigation gets smarter, so too will the          
options for integrating even more personal details.  

Shortly after I encountered the Bloomberg article above, Forbes         
followed with an interesting de facto admission of how the next           
phase of autonomy will be promoted and how, yet again, COVID           
provides the perfect opportunity to add another dimension to         
travel. Emphasis added. 

Next, they’ll get much better at communicating with those         
products, and with the services – especially health and         
wellbeing services – we use everyday. And, of course,         
they’ll get even safer too… 
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VanGoethem sees it of critical importance that automotive        
technology companies like Harman can build a picture of the          
“the before, during and after you,” meaning a picture of          
your physical and mental health before, during and after         
you are in the car. That way, a poor night’s sleep can result             
in a simpler drive to work, for example… 

The technologies will first be installed to make cars safer,          
potentially even taking control from the driver if the vehicle          
senses a health problem.... 

“A lot of people can get behind a safety narrative,”          
VanGoethem says. “This is what the industry is focused on,          
that it helps you and your family be safe. It’s hard for anyone             
to argue against that.” (Source: Forbes) 

The subtle introduction of next-level safety measures and        
regulations that include driver behavior as part of design         
considerations has been researched for years. Very few people         
balk, for example, at legislation that promotes breathalyzers to be          
installed as a requirement to start vehicles: 

The NHTSA has been trying to put breathalyzers in new cars           
since at least 2015 and new legislation suggests they may          
finally succeed. 

As Landline Media explains, "an already large bill has         
developed into an enormous one. House Democrats merged        
the nearly $500 billion highway bill, or INVEST in America          
Act, into a larger infrastructure package with a $1.5 trillion          
price tag."... 
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In less than five years, the "Moving Forward Act" will          
require all passenger vehicles to be equipped with drunk         
driving-detection technology... 

The bill would also allow the Feds to install "advanced drunk           
driving prevention technology" or Driver Alcohol Detection       
System for Safety (DADDS) in every new car. 

(Source: MassPrivateI) 

However, a study from AAA in 2016 found that drowsy drivers are            
every bit as dangerous as drunk drivers. And, sure enough,          
researchers have been studying brainwave sensors to detect        
sleep deprivation and other mental impairment through headrests.  

 

By reading brain data in real time, Freer Logic says its headrest can detect driver               
fatigue, distraction and cognitive load at up to 25 cm away. (Source) 
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Other technology like “Affectiva” relies on facial recognition        
cameras to detect fatigue and distraction.  

 

Affectiva believes its technology will be more important as cars increasingly become            
autonomous. (Source) 

As the Drive article goes on to state, regulation and insurance           
concerns could very well override any driver pushback against         
privacy violations as cars enter Level 3 hands-off operation.         
Emphasis added. 

“There’s going to be a lot of hand off between the car and             
the driver so you really need to trust the car and vice versa,”             
says Nick Bonfatti, sales engineer for Affectiva. 
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Trust might not be the main issue, however – liability very           
well may be. Boyadjis says auto makers and service         
providers who will use semi-autonomous vehicles are       
going to need to monitor car occupants to cover         
themselves in the event of accidents… 

However, the following story adds an uneasy detail beginning to          
emerge that could explode in prevalence within our post-COVID         
world as individual and rideshare vehicles become interconnected        
to our smart devices and increasingly autonomous. Emphasis        
added. 

“Uber Launches Service to Help with COVID-19 Contact Tracing.” 

Ridesharing giant Uber has rolled out a service to give public           
health officials quick access to user data to track coronavirus          
cases, Reuters reported Monday... 

Company officials told Reuters information of either a driver         
or passenger can be accessed in a few hours.  

The service provides health departments with data about        
who used Uber’s services and when and allows health         
agencies to urge affected drivers and users to        
quarantine, company officials told reporters. 

Uber has a protocol in place that it can disclose user           
information to public health agencies in an emergency        
involving danger of death or serious physical injury... 

As cities around the U.S. have begun requiring restaurants         
to take down diners' contact information for contact tracing,         
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tech-engabled restaurant reservation apps such as Tock       
have reportedly also been tapped to help with contact         
tracing. 

Ride-hailing data could play an important role in that effort,          
health officials and experts said, because it identifies a         
larger set of people outside the direct social circle of an           
infected individual, according to the Reuters article... 

Lyft said it provided data to U.S. and Canadian health          
officials through its Law Enforcement Request system, but        
declined to provide further details, citing privacy reasons,        
Reuters reported. 

Source: FiercePharma 

If we acknowledge the first stages of a “safety narrative” taking           
shape around the “before, during and after” travel experience,         
then we can look ahead and see where other seemingly          
disconnected pieces might fit in.  

Firstly, self-driving cars are a cornerstone of the 4th Industrial          
Revolution being touted by the World Economic Forum’s Great         
Reset plan. Combined with a ramped-up rollout of 5G         
connectivity, the Internet of Things can be supercharged to bring          
full cross-platform data sharing and analysis in nearly real-time. 

Once this is achieved, the news we read about smartphone data           
collection abuses extends to all interconnected devices, including        
vehicles. As we are also learning, this data is not only collected            
and analyzed for purposes of targeted marketing, it’s also being          
surreptitiously used to establish scoring criteria similar to China’s         
social credit system. Emphasis added. 
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Operating in the shadows of the online marketplace,        
specialized tech companies you've likely never heard of are         
tapping vast troves of our personal data to generate secret          
"surveillance scores" - digital mug shots of millions of         
Americans - that supposedly predict our future behavior.... 

People with low scores can suffer harsh consequences. 

CoreLogic and TransUnion say that scores they peddle to         
landlords can predict whether a potential tenant will pay the          
rent on time, be able to "absorb rent increases," or break a            
lease. Large employers use HireVue, a firm that generates         
an "employability" score about candidates by analyzing "tens        
of thousands of factors," including a person's facial        
expressions and voice intonations. Other employers use       
Cornerstone's score, which considers where a job prospect        
lives and which web browser they use to judge how          
successful they will be at a job... 

Surveillance scoring is the product of two trends. First         
is the rampant (and mostly unregulated) collection of        
every intimate detail about our lives, amassed by the         
nanosecond from smartphones to cars, toasters to toys.        
This fire hose of data - most of which we surrender           
voluntarily - includes our demographics, income, facial       
characteristics, the sound of our voice, our precise location,         
shopping history, medical conditions, genetic information,      
what we search for on the Internet, the websites we visit,           
when we read an email, what apps we use and how long we             
use them, and how often we sleep, exercise and the like.           
(Source: San Francisco Chronicle) 
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This is why new proposals like Africa’s Trust Stamp and the many            
countries ushering in COVI-PASS immunity passports is about far         
more than simply documenting a person’s vaccine record. Smart         
Pass is slated to make temperature checks automatic with         
integrated facial recognition for all entries into buildings and         
transport.  

Taken alone, each of these is horrible enough; but, more          
importantly, they set the precedent to merge all health records into           
the autonomous surveillance and travel management matrix.  

It is also why the connection that is being made between obesity            
and a higher risk of contracting COVID must be read in a more             
complete way. The UK’s Boris Johnson already has begun to          
implement new regulations designed to “urge Britons to lose         
weight.” How many more times do we need to see that today’s            
recommendations (urge) are tomorrow’s mandates? Also see:       
“Daily exercise rules got people moving during lockdown – here’s          
what the government needs to do next.” 

Meanwhile, it is worth noting that lurking in the background is a            
concerted move to replace human doctors altogether. Please see         
Spiro’s latest report, “The Plan to Silence Doctors Once And For           
All” as well as this article, “Healthcare consultations in the digital           
age – are carebots up to the job?” The next stage of automation is              
sure to weave healthcare into every aspect of daily data collection           
and analysis. 

And just today, Aug. 5th, as I was wrapping up this article I came              
across an article from Government Technology, “Emerging Tech        
Gains Ground as Pandemic Continues to Spread.” The article         
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begins by wondering if a “new-found open-mindedness will last”         
as once-controversial tech takes center stage. As if it just dawned           
on governments and technocrats that the following 4 technologies         
can be used to collect data, track and control large populations:  

Thermal Imaging: “Hypothetically, these devices could have       
many uses for governments. City halls could identify sick         
staff before they entered a building; airports could screen         
passengers to cut down on the likelihood of national or          
international carriers; and jails and prisons might be able to          
prevent an outbreak before it occurs.” 

Cellphone Location Data: “MIT’s Safe Paths platform uses        
GPS and Bluetooth to log people’s locations in a secure          
diary, so if they wind up testing positive for the coronavirus,           
they can provide health officials with a record of where          
they’ve been. Health officials can then use the Web app to           
redact personally identifiable information from the location       
trail and release the information to the public, so other          
people can look up — or even get automatic notifications —           
if they recently crossed paths with any carriers.” 

Delivery Robots: “The autonomous devices have separate       
insulated areas for hot and cold items, and are equipped with           
cameras, sensors and other technology to help them glean         
traffic patterns, curb-cuts and other information about the        
built urban environment. ‘They’re able to take food from         
restaurants and deliver it to the front door of residents that           
are ordering food through their app … There’s no better time           
to be trying something like this, in a time when we’re           
discouraging human contact.’” 
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Drones: The Police Department in Westport decided against        
participating in the “Flatten the Curve Pilot” … According to a           
news release from Draganfly, the drone uses a “specialized         
sensor and computer vision systems” that can detect fever,         
measure heart and respiratory rates, and identify whether        
people are coughing, sneezing or practicing social       
distancing. The drone can reportedly do all of this from up to            
190 feet away. 

As some of the above is deemed controversial and has          
encountered points of resistance, Singapore has already started        
to digitally tag people for quarantine. What happens when all of           
this is linked to individual car ownership and public transportation          
through an array of connected sensors and devices?  

Closing Thoughts 

A “safety narrative” predominantly based on the “greater good”         
theory is the perfect recipe for centralized technocratic        
management schemes, and it appears that this narrative is in full           
swing. 

A higher number of autonomous vehicles, reaching a higher level          
of autonomy, plus further additions of smart technology enhanced         
by 5G is all guaranteed to elevate the level of data collection and             
analysis required to further integrate human movement and        
health. Add in policing, pandemic detection sensors, health        
insurance requirements and the call for reducing healthcare costs,         
and a stark future is taking shape. It’s a future that is sterile,             
convenient and entertaining, but highly restrictive and potentially        
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punitive to those who value privacy and independence. And it is           
most definitely autonomous. 

A significant number of people have already signed on to giving 
up their liberty by embracing government health policies, as well 
as the digital devices that make it possible for seamless 
integration into daily life. Years of indoctrination by schools and 
media about every risk under the sun being an imminent 
existential threat has resulted in a population willing to retreat into 
a bubble and wait for further instruction.  

Let us continue doing our best to promote the philosophy and 
technological tools of agorism to offer a path toward greater 
freedom and, ultimately, greater health and security. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Examining Bitcoin Forks 

 

By Vin Armani 

Money is a psychological and sociological phenomenon. Money is         
useful as a tool because both you and I are in consensus about             
the value of a given coin, note, or ledger entry. Broad consensus            
is maintained by vast financial networks, with many market         
participants simultaneously and constantly doing price discovery       
on many different forms of money.  

Although I have said for some time now that Bitcoin is not money,             
it is undeniable that Bitcoin is a psychological and sociological          
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phenomenon. A new user, “onboarded” to cryptocurrency, is        
being brought into consensus with the broader community already         
operating on a given cryptocurrency network. Unlike a national         
currency, proof-of-work cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are,       
almost exclusively, maintained by open source software       
implementations that allow users to read from and write to the           
blockchain.  

Like any open source software, these implementations can be         
freely copied and altered. This process is known as “forking.”          
When a Bitcoin implementation forks and alterations are made         
which puts it in conflict with the existing network rules being run            
by existing implementations, the new, forked implementation will        
create a new network, a new cryptocurrency.  

Bitcoin has forked several times, most notably into Bitcoin Cash          
(BCH) and Bitcoin Satoshi Vision (BSV). I have been predicting          
that there is yet another fork imminent within the Bitcoin Cash           
network, and in this article I will share insights I have gained            
about how to maximize your position in the case of a Bitcoin fork. 

At the beginning of this month, Bitcoin Cash celebrated the third           
anniversary of Fork Day. On August 1st, 2017, a new Bitcoin           
software implementation, known as Bitcoin ABC, began to be         
mined by the Chinese mining firm ViaBTC. Bitcoin ABC was born           
out of what has become known as The Scaling Debate. The           
proponents of Bitcoin ABC were those who believed that the best           
means of scaling Bitcoin was to increase the number (and size) of            
transactions that could be written to the blockchain every ten          
minutes. The current limit was one megabyte blocks. This batch          
of transactions is called a “block.” The proponents of the existing           
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software implementation, Bitcoin Core, were in favor of using         
off-chain transaction networks, “second-layer solutions,” to reduce       
overall traffic and allow global scale without increasing the         
maximum block size.  

Three years later, both solutions still seem potentially viable,         
although the blocks on Bitcoin Cash are not even consistently one           
megabyte in size and the second-layer solutions, such as         
Lightning Network, have not gained significant traction or even         
released production versions. The animosity between the       
individuals in the two camps, generated in the run-up to the split            
has remained vitriolic throughout the years. This continued        
aggression has led many, including myself, to draw parallels         
between the communities which grow up around Bitcoin networks         
and religious sects. In no small part, the dynamic of the humans            
of Bitcoin, in the context of the forks, has led me to the conclusion              
that Bitcoin is a social project much more than it is a software             
project. 

The fork, in 2018, of the Bitcoin Satoshi Vision client away from            
the network rules enforced by the Bitcoin ABC client, led to the            
creation of yet another network, Bitcoin Satoshi Vision (BSV). In          
the context of my “social project” thesis, BSV is remarkable.          
Although most would see them as “a fork of a fork,” the narrative             
throughout the BSV community is that BSV is actually “the real           
Bitcoin.” In the context of software forks, this claim is technically           
viable.  

Because of the nature of open source software, no one can falsify            
the claim that one fork or another is “the real X.” Many who             
participate on the BSV network believe, wholeheartedly in the         
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idea that BSV represents the only “real Bitcoin.” No amount of           
external ridicule can shake their devotion because, of course,         
such ridicule is necessarily coming from outsiders who are         
ignorant of the truth.  

In a religious context, any external criticism is coming from the           
mouth of an infidel, and can therefore be ignored. As with           
religious schisms, the issue which divides a community and leads          
to a split is arbitrary. Although there must be some change to the             
consensus rules in a forked implementation to initiate a network          
split, the “camps” which will wind up in separate networks once           
the split happens generally divide based on emotion and         
narrative. Technical differences are added post-hoc as       
justification for community schism. 

For several months, I have seen a familiar psychological pattern          
within the Bitcoin Cash community. The small “in-the-know” group         
of individuals – developers, fans, business owners, evangelists,        
journalists – who spend their days communicating about the         
political minutiae of the group itself have begun squaring off on           
“sides” and attacking one another. These attacks have happened         
on social media and in private chat groups.  

As I saw this momentum building, I released a video predicting           
that a fork of Bitcoin Cash should be expected in the near term.             
Since that time, the ferocity of the conflict has increased.          
Interestingly, the technical “reason” for the conflict has already         
changed several times since I released the video. This is to be            
expected if my thesis is correct that the difference in technical           
preference is a justification used to mask deeper personal         
conflicts and power struggles between major stakeholders. 
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A fork appears imminent to me. My guess is that the fork will             
occur on November 15th, the date of the next scheduled          
network-wide upgrade. The fork, as far as I can tell, represents           
two different opinions on how network governance should be         
handled. In this context, “governance” also includes the method         
used for funding crucial infrastructure projects, such as the         
development team for the software implementations themselves. 

In order for a fork of an existing, major Bitcoin network to exist,             
some subset of participants must expend the enormous capital         
required to mine blocks. The opposing camps rally behind their          
chosen node implementation. In the case of the upcoming Bitcoin          
Cash fork, the two node implementations are Bitcoin ABC (the          
original Bitcoin Cash node implementation) and Bitcoin Cash        
Node, also known as BCHN (a fork of Bitcoin ABC begun           
specifically to oppose ABC proposals). The two opposing visions         
are as follows: 

Bitcoin ABC is the original node implementation that forked and          
created Bitcoin Cash. ABC’s lead developer is Amaury Sechet. A          
small team of contributing developers has been responsible for         
most of the maintenance and improvement of the Bitcoin ABC          
software. Almost all of ABC’s funding has come from donations by           
the major BCH mining firms. The majority of that funding has           
been from the large firms based in China. The model used for            
governance at Bitcoin ABC is a model known as “benevolent          
dictator,” where a single individual has the final say on what does            
or doesn’t make it into the codebase. This is a common (the most             
common) and successful model used throughout open source        
software. The trade-off of this model, in the context of Bitcoin           
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Cash, is that developers who have not maintained the most          
cordial relationship with Amaury Sechet have often found        
themselves ignored or stonewalled when trying to contribute to         
ABC. The fork will likely see Bitcoin ABC activate a rule change –             
demanded by major miners for years – that gives a portion of the             
mined block reward to Bitcoin ABC as a source of funding.           
Ostensibly, secure and reliable funding that aligns the incentives         
of Bitcoin ABC to miners and investors will lead to rapid           
progression on the ABC roadmap. The trade-off of this funding          
paradigm shift is that Bitcoin ABC will fundamentally put itself in           
an unassailable position as the unchallenged lead implementation        
of Bitcoin Cash. Of course such a scenario presents the very real            
chance of a formerly “benevolent dictator” becoming corrupt. 

Bitcoin Cash Node (BCHN) is made up of developers who, at           
one time or another, have become disillusioned with the         
leadership of Amaury Sechet. Overall, this group favors a more          
democratic form of governance, where proposals are voted on         
and funding comes from community donations. When functioning        
well, such a structure ostensibly would allow the crowdsourcing of          
important decisions and the implementation of the decisions        
judged to be the best by the greatest number. The trade-off for            
such an organizational structure is the very real possibility of          
capture of both the funding and the voting process by powerful           
actors who then subvert the framework to push an agenda that           
serves only the narrow interests of a few. There are endless           
examples of such corruption. 

For investors and speculators during a fork, the advice is simple.           
Hold both coins. Don’t let your emotions interfere with your          
investments. Coins that you hold before the fork will be retrievable           
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after the fork, on both networks, with the same private keys.           
Anyone virtue signaling that they are going to sell one fork or the             
other is showing a lack of wisdom. You don’t know which fork is             
going to “win” and appreciate in value. It’s entirely likely that the            
combined value of both forks, over time, will be greater than the            
total value you would have had if you sold off one side of your              
holdings. Keep both forks. Index your holdings. 

Entrepreneurs will likely have to choose one fork over the other.           
The exception to this rule is, of course, exchanges, which benefit           
from support of many coins. The business environment will likely          
differ between the two emergent networks. The culture of the          
BCHN network will necessarily lead itself toward an open source,          
donation-based model. There is currently a significant amount of         
freely available, highly performant infrastructure that      
entrepreneurs can use to interact with the BCH blockchain. It          
appears that the individuals maintaining that infrastructure are        
heavily aligned with the BCHN camp.  

When the 2018 fork happened, the BSV network was essentially          
barren when it came to public infrastructure. Even basic explorer          
sites were lacking. It is possible that Bitcoin Cash (as represented           
by Bitcoin ABC) could be left in the same scenario. This           
represents a great opportunity for entrepreneurs who want to         
“fork” existing infrastructure projects, especially if they strap a         
profit-seeking business model onto that new application. 

As November approaches, and we have a broader view of the           
facts on the ground, I will spend some Counter Markets articles           
giving a more detailed look at the strategies for maximizing profit           
before, during and after the coming fork. 
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WEALTH 
 

The Great Migration: The Rise of Libertarian Intentional        
Communities 

 
By Jeff Paul 
 
I hate moving. Since returning to the US after traveling the world            
for a decade, we moved to different houses and towns almost           
annually. We’ve been looking for our forever place and we          
thought we found it. A beautiful peaceful town close enough to a            
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big city to enjoy world-class entertainment but far enough away to           
have a few acres. At the rate things are going, it may not be rural               
enough to stay safe and live free.  
 
Those with means have already left big cities for rural locations.           
Not suburban locations. Rural. I imagine a majority of those          
remaining in the cities wish they could do the same, but lack the             
resources. Everyone seems to be feeling the instinct to flee chaos           
toward serenity. 
 
Cities are going to be financially devastated. Bloated budgets and          
under-funded pensions with a disappearing tax base is a disaster          
in the making. They expect the Feds to bail them out and they             
probably will. But it won’t fix the problem if business doesn’t return            
to the cities. Big events like sports, concerts and conferences may           
never return to previous levels. And the countless small         
businesses that piggyback off that industry will disappear. It could          
be a Detroit-style death spiral for some cities. Vegas will be a            
good bellwether. 
 
Just moving to a rural area may not be enough. We need            
community. The importance of community has been discussed on         
the first episodes of the Unloose The Goose podcast along with           
many other broadcasts that I consume. The urge to cultivate a           
better society is growing, especially among people who best         
understand the faults in the current system.  
 
It’s people who recognize that “You never change things by          
fighting the existing reality. To change things, build a new model           
that makes the existing model obsolete.” 
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Could this be the rise of libertarian intentional communities?         
Who’s building them? Where are they? What values do they          
hold? Will they work? 
 
Large Projects for Libertarian Communities 
 
Grand visions of utopian liberty paradises are not new. 
 

  
 
The Seasteading Institute with funding from Peter Thiel and led by           
Patri Friedman, son of David Friedman (author of The Machinery          
of Freedom) and grandson of Milton Friedman, has been working          
for years to develop a sovereign floating city due to locating in            
international waters.  
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The Free State Project is encouraging a migration to New          
Hampshire to influence politics toward liberty. I have my doubts          
that they can wield the ring of power responsibly, but it’s a            
worthwhile endeavour to create “liberty in our lifetime.” 
 
The Free Republic of Liberland is a micronation claiming an          
uninhabited parcel of disputed land between Croatia and Serbia.         
Liberland, whose motto is "To live and let live," is a “constitutional            
republic with elements of direct democracy.” You have to give          
them credit for having the balls to simply make an ownership           
claim on land and start building a new nation even if it ends up              
being an exercise in futility if nobody recognizes their sovereignty.  
 
And, more recently, a group of crypto-rich like Roger Ver and           
Olivier Janssens founded FreeSociety.com, a project seeking to        
purchase sovereignty from an existing government. They explain: 
 

For many decades, mostly libertarians have been trying to         
create a new country by various methods that have ranged          
from unsuccessfully claiming an existing piece of land        
(Minerva, Liberland), to creating floating structures on the        
water (Seasteading). Unfortunately, none of these attempts       
have succeeded so far and have encountered substantial        
resistance from existing governments or were technically or        
financially too difficult. Our conclusion is that, to really gain          
sovereignty, the most efficient way is to negotiate with an          
existing government. 

 
Informal Intentional Communities 
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Those above are just the organized versions of intentional         
communities seeking independence from the corrupt system of        
control. Many other small groups are coalescing around influential         
leaders of online communities. 
 
BearTaria 
 
By all counts Owen Benjamin was a successful Hollywood         
comedian. He starred in a sitcom, appeared in several movies,          
and had a mural painted of him at the Improv. Then he said             
publicly that “3 year olds can’t be transgender” and that it is child             
abuse to give them hormone drugs. For that he lost his agent and             
all his gigs. Then he told David Hogg (alleged witness to alleged            
Florida school shooting) that, and I’m paraphrasing, “boys without         
pubes shouldn’t try to limit the Constitutional rights of grown men.”           
For that joke he was banned from Twitter and banished from all            
polite society. 
 
Because he was blackballed and ostracized for being politically         
incorrect, he moved back to upstate New York to do tree work            
with his brother. Before long he was doing comedy again. But the            
harassment continued in his small town in New York and forced           
them to move to Washington state where he began his daily           
livestream.  
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The first time I tuned into Owen’s livestream, he was calling his            
thousands-strong live audience idiots and other colorful phrases        
for believing the Moon Landings, and to unsubscribe from him as           
he didn’t want idiots following him. It was the first time I’ve seen a              
broadcaster aggressively trying to cull their following. Every day         
he’d ban handfuls of viewers from his chat to curate the type of             
listeners he preferred.  
 
His livestream was spicy to say the least. He dove deep into            
conspiracies, said naughty words no one is supposed to say, and           
made fun of all races, religions and sexual orientations. Yet his           
overall message was to behave morally, stop masturbating, have         
kids, and grow your own food. 
 
Between memberships and superchats, Owen was making over        
$30,000 a month on YouTube and another few thousand more at           
Patreon before being banned from both platforms. He now does          
his stream on Dlive.tv and through his own membership platform          
Unauthorized.tv. And he is currently successfully suing Patreon. 
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As many Counter Markets readers know, Owen lives in the same           
town as me. We’ve never met but have communicated several          
times about preparing during the coronapocalypse. At first, he         
wasn’t very concerned due to his independent income and         
self-sufficient homestead. But now he has had enough of         
Washington because of the draconian lockdown measures and        
mobs of masketeers harassing him when he’s in public without a           
mask.  
 
He’s planning to move to northern Idaho to build BearTaria. His           
fans, called Bears, are donating to a project to build a private rural             
compound for events, camping, and living. BeaTaria is using a          
“donation for membership” model that gets members access to         
campsites and events on the property. The membership model         
allows easy removal of anyone who doesn’t fit the culture          
(Christian) or breaks any rules. 
 
In terms of values, BearTaria states:  
 

Becoming self-sufficient and not depending on those with        
ideologies that are oppressive to mankind, you can help         
localize the necessities of agriculture, education and       
community, starting with yourself and your family. 

 
Wranglerstar 
 
Wranglerstar is a very popular homesteading YouTuber with over         
1.5 million subs. Frustrated by the lockdown and mask         
requirements in Oregon, ongoing riots in nearby Portland, and his          
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local church shutting down its community center to        
homeschooling groups, Wranglerstar recently announced the sale       
of his idyllic homestead and the purchase of a new property           
where he plans to host private community events.  
 

 
Illustration of Wranglerstar’s homestead that he just sold 

 
This project is still light on details but it’s another influencer           
sensing that a community of like-minded people is going to be           
essential in times like these. 
 
Crypto Frontier 
 
As many of you already know, Vin Armani moved to Saipan to            
build a “Crypto Frontier.” A place where crypto savages can          
congregate to build and support a future where permissionless         
money can thrive. 
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Their mission is “to educate the public about the benefits of           
blockchain and cryptocurrencies, and to help solve the        
implementation impasse by concentrating crypto users,      
entrepreneurs, and business in the Commonwealth of the        
Northern Mariana Islands.” 
 
Other Notable Influencers 
 
Two other notable influencers that I follow also have similar          
instincts. Independent news commentator Tim Pool recently told        
his millions of viewers that he’s leaving New Jersey for an           
undisclosed rural location where he plans to build a large media           
compound.  
 
Ryan Moran is a young entrepreneur who runs Capitalism.com.         
He builds physical product brands which he scales and sells. He           
also teaches his methods and coaches entrepreneurs in similar         
fields. He’s built an online tribe and hosts events at his lake            
house. However, he is also planning an intentional community for          
entrepreneurs.  
 
Distributed Online Communities 
 
Counter Markets members are part of a private online community          
on Telegram. We all belong to it because we share the same            
ethos of free markets and libertarian principles like self-ownership         
and the non-aggression principle. The purpose of the group is to           
empower each other with ideas on how to live free in an unfree             
world. 
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Countless other online communities can fill the same role. Each          
cryptocurrency project has fanatics who help advance them        
toward achieving a shared vision or goal.  
 
Celebertarians like Tom Woods and Dave Smith have their own          
private communities of listeners around the world. And Mises.org         
has their own. The purpose of those communities is mostly          
education, but they do have events in real life where members           
can get to know one another. 
 
Local Cells 
 
Agorists John Bush and Derrick Broze launched       
FreedomCells.org which empowers people to form mutual aid        
groups with people locally. Unfortunately, radical libertarians       
aren’t very common in anyone’s town, but there still could be a            
few solid people that could be helpful to network with.  
 
Legends 
 
Intentional communities are notorious for becoming culty or failing         
spectacularly. They usually fail because governance of behavior        
is flawed in some way. This is why the Amish and Mormons are             
legends. Legend, as in the key to reading the map. To show the             
way. 
 
In my view, the most valuable thing about community is added           
support for individuals combined with the ability to accomplish         
more together than everyone could separately. 
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For example, the Amish will gather in the hundreds to build a            
neighbor’s barn in a single day. Mormons are fiercely loyal to           
each other’s businesses and have an international network of         
support for their members – including food banks. Each of these           
communities focuses on self-reliance through agriculture and       
trades.  
 
Although the Amish and Mormons are successful communities,        
they are not without problems. I’ve met several former Mormons          
and Amish. Living with discipline toward a shared ideal is not for            
everyone.  
 
Communities that form primarily around a philosophy on how best          
to live are usually based on religion, due to proven blueprints for            
consensus on acceptable behavior. Communities based loosely       
on philosophy but with very specific goals look more like a           
cooperative or a business than a religion.  
 
In conclusion, I think the private membership model for         
communities with specific goals has the most potential for         
success outside of organized religions. A community built around         
a strong philosophy, that supports each other, and also builds          
something of value to trade with outsiders seems ideal for          
agorists.  
 
Is it possible to create a successful private community in real life            
based on freedom, mutual aid and profit? Tell us your ideas in the             
mastermind chat on Telegram. 
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Personally, I just want to live near more good folks who love            
liberty, value family and have useful skills. Preferably in a rural           
location. I may have to move to find it.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin broke out to the upside last month, taking out the           
much-watched $10K level with ease. Prices started off in early          
July around the $9K level, held steady all month, and took off            
higher during the last week of the month. After breaking through           
$10K, bitcoin headed all the way up to $12K in the following days,             
and has since pulled back a little to the $11,800 range we’re at             
today.  
 
Bitcoin has staged a handful of attempts to take out the $10K            
level over the past few months. Traders and speculators all have           
their eyes on this, as it’s an important psychological barrier that           
has proven tough to break through. Each time the level has been            
hit, prices have fallen sharply lower immediately after. This time          
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proved to be different, as the price shot all the way up to $11K,              
and then $12K, before managing to pull back some.  
 
Looking at price performance relative to other asset classes,         
Bitcoin is behaving more like gold than anything else. It sold off            
initially when the Covid-19 pandemic hit, but like gold it bounced           
back quickly, and recently broke out to a new 1-year high. Prices            
are up well over 150% from the March lows, handily beating US            
equities and precious metals.  
 
Looking at the news, the rumors of PayPal getting involved with           
cryptocurrency have turned out to be true. They announced they’ll          
be partnering with Paxos to handle all cryptocurrency trading, so          
there is definitely a plan to introduce cryptocurrency offerings to          
its massive customer base of 325 million. 
 
Additionally, we heard from Square’s earnings call last night that          
their Bitcoin transaction revenue was up over 600% year to year,           
adding $875 million to their earnings. This is a massive number,           
and a wake-up call to payment processors everywhere. Any         
company not offering the buying/selling of Bitcoin on their mobile          
app is leaving massive amounts of money on the table, which is            
precisely why we’re seeing PayPal, Ameritrade, Fidelity and many         
other institutions getting ready to offer crypto buying, selling, and          
trading to their user base.  
 
This increasing retail customer base, along with the increased         
institutional demand for Bitcoin as an uncorrelated asset that can          
actually reduce portfolio volatility, is likely to keep prices heading          
higher. Combine that with the recent drop in mining rewards that           
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reduced new supply, and the fact that Bitcoin is behaving like a            
safe haven asset in a time of financial crisis, and we have all the              
pieces in place for a dramatic move upward.  
 
For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days. 

 

Silver Update 

 
Silver prices broke out to the upside last month in a huge way.             
We started off around the $18 level early in July, and moved            
slowly upwards to the mid-$19s by the middle of the month. This            
was followed by a sharp rise that catapulted prices all the way to             
the $28 level we’re at today. This is over a 50% move in silver in               
just 1 month, which is massive by any historical standards.  
 
While it’s very nice to finally see silver prices exploding, some           
short-term caution is warranted here. We’ve seen day after day of           
5% + moves higher in silver, with barely any pullbacks or           
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consolidation periods. After a 50% move higher in a month, silver           
is definitely due for one. 
 
Gold has taken off as well, breaking through the much watched           
$2000 level for the first time, so we’re at all-time highs in the gold              
market. The all-time high for silver is around $48, set back in            
2011. We’ve got a ways to go still before that level gets hit again,              
but with the moves we’ve been seeing lately, that could occur           
quicker than anyone thinks.  
 
The main drive to gold and silver is the Federal Reserve and their             
promise to keep the printing presses running to infinity. They’ve          
committed to doing whatever it takes to bail out the economy, and            
even get inflation to tick up. So interest rates will remain low, easy             
money will eventually flood the markets, and economic activity will          
eventually pick back up. The byproduct of excess dollars flooding          
a country that has limited products and services available is          
inflation. And while it hasn’t shown up yet, the moves in gold and             
silver tell us that money managers and investors want a safe           
haven to preserve their purchasing power, should that day come.  
 
Premiums on physical silver coins are popping again, as the price           
movement in silver is generating additional interest in owning         
bullion. At the time of writing, the spot price of silver is just above              
$28, and premiums on silver 1-ounce coins are about $10 at most            
retailers, meaning you’re paying a 35% premium. Historically,        
these premiums are about 10%, so these coins would normally          
sell for about $31 instead of the $38 you’d have to pay today.  
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Despite silver prices breaking out, and likely heading higher in the           
months ahead, we can’t recommend anyone pay a 35% premium          
over spot when purchasing bullion. If you can get your hands on            
silver coins for a roughly 10% premium, go for it, but at 35%             
you’re giving away too much. One reasonably priced option is          
junk silver, pre-1965 US coins (mostly quarters and dimes) that          
contain 90% silver. The premiums on these are about half of what            
you’d pay on a 1-ounce silver eagle, and they drop more           
depending on how much you buy. If you’re interested in picking           
some up, check out our trusted supplier Money Metals Exchange.  
 
Looking at silver prices relative to gold, the gold/silver ratio at our            
last issue was at 97, meaning it took 97 ounces of silver to buy              
one ounce of gold. Today that ratio sits at 72, so it has moved              
sharply lower with the recent surge in silver. At 72 this ratio is no              
longer extreme; in fact, it’s the lowest it’s been in about 5 years.             
That doesn’t mean silver can’t continue higher, it very much can.           
It simply means that it’s not as undervalued relative to gold as it             
has been recently.  
 
If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to            
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just             
as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
Once silver premiums return to normal, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (September 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

How The Trend Toward Collectivism Turned Me Into An Anarchist 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Nakamoto Consensus As Voluntary Governance 

WEALTH 

Famous Case Studies of Impactful Agorists 

Bonus: How to Counter Centralized Seed Banks 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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